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Well, he was not the first and not the last one that wanted to make followers and money
by threatening his conspecifics of Armageddon and the end of the world: Solely the ones that
join him would become saved and all the unbelievers were heading for disaster and hell.
Such sectarian rogues and terrorists don't become extinct. They are born again and again.
And again and again all their "prophecies" of doomsday and the end of the world stay
unfulfilled. Here (concerning Jesus or the Christian sinners), and there (regarding small sects
and gurus) it is the same and nothing new.

Armageddon and the end of the world do not happen at the predicted time, however the sect -of the poor insane and lunatic ones that had been obsessed by such “predictions” -- that
allegedly was established for this precise purpose doesn't disband when deceit and selfdeception of the “end of the world” become evident because it did not happen.
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Therefore, those sects continue their psycho-terror and terror against the unbelievers
by threatening them with eternal punishments in the hell although the unbelievers turned out to
be right and the believers to be wrong. The same happened pertaining to Jesus and the
Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners")!
Although Jesus did not believe in any heaven, doomsday and hereafter -- as we already
produced evidence in part e103, he nevertheless did not refrain from psycho-terrorizing
and terrorizing his “beloved” next ones by shammed doomsday that, of course, he faked to hold
in person.

Hereby he abominably wanted to increase the number of those the sick worshiping that
cripple regarding body and soul as the “god”. Until today, this contemptuous aptitude of
psycho-terrorizing others is praised by his perfidious schmucks (Christians).

The end of the world or doomsday this unscrupulous megalomaniac psycho-terrorist wanted
to hold, of course, Jesus predicted to occur in his lifetime. Obviously, he knew that mental
ill persons -- once became addicted -- cannot free themselves from the swindler even if
deception becomes evident.

Mt 16, 27:28 RSV
27 For the Son of man is to come with his angels in the glory of his Father, and then he will repay
every man for what he has done.
28 Truly, I say to you, there are some standing here who will not taste death before they see the
Son of man coming in his kingdom."

In his perverse sort of language („tasting death“!) he says that the end of the world and
his mendaciously as deceitfully fabricated doomsday he – the megalomaniac one – wanted to
judge the world will occur in the lifetime of then living Jewish generation to whom he was
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serving up all his lies, deceit and sorcery.

Even if the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") are unscrupulously
enough to be capable of the meanest lie and any baseness, vileness and spite, they hopefully
do not dispute that the “forecasted” time already elapsed for a long time. Otherwise the
Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") can produce counter-evidence
by presenting folks that have been still living since the days of super terrorists Jesus "Christ" ...
That making slaves and cashing up by this fabricated "doomsday" -- he euphemistically but
enough meaningfully describes as fishing"! – is not about a unique gaffe of man’s terrorist
(Jesus "Christ" ) in no way but about a permanent as mendacious weapon of psycho-terror in
order to intimidate his conspecifics and to get them on their knees worshiping this
abominable deformity -- regarding body and soul -- as their “god”:

Lu 9, 26:27 RSV
26 For whoever is ashamed of me and of my words, of him will the Son of man be ashamed when he comes
in his glory and the glory of the Father and of the holy angels.
27 But I tell you truly, there are some standing here who will not taste death before they see the
kingdom of God.

Isn’t he right holding out a high sham reward or much counterfeit money for those ones being
not ashamed of the words of such a perfidious rouge, isn’t he? Because this would be the first
a human being would and has to do even those who kept a rest of truthfulness. However, in
this context we are mainly interested in the time he “heralded” the big “day of the
revenge” (see: Lu 21:22) that is called "doomsday", "Armageddon“ or „end of the world“.
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Mr 9:1 RSV
1 ¶ And he said to them, "Truly, I say to you, there are some standing here who will not taste death
before they see that the kingdom of God has come with power."
Mt 24:30 and 34 RSV
30 then will appear the sign of the Son of man in heaven, and then all the tribes of the earth will mourn,
and they will see the Son of man coming on the clouds of heaven with power and great glory;
34 Truly, I say to you, this generation will not pass away till all these things take place.

However, Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) and you Christian
desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners"), where and when did doomsday occur?
Where and when did the death of this penalty convict appear in the "glory" of his
“megalomania", pardon, “on the clouds” of his meanness, baseness and insanity, pardon, of
the "heaven"...? Is the Christian desperadoes' (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners'") god
called Godot? The Messiah of the Jews should be called Immanuel. Already here, the
Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") “contradict” their
constantly “mistaken” omniscient “god” by correcting the name to Yehoshua-benPandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ). However now, perhaps his name isn’t YehoshuaBen-Pandera or Jesus but Godot… My word, „on the clouds of heaven with power
and vindictiveness, pardon, “great glory”… I am already trembling all over…

However, as said, if that what such swindler “predicts”, of course, does not occur those sects
(of deceit and self-deception) never are used to disbanding. A few decent and fatuous ones
that could be successfully deceived leave the sect but the insane scum of the world, the
religious rogues and perfidious Mafiosi continue to stay together. This is also the case
concerning “Jesus "Christ" ” and the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners").
Usually the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") are depraved enough
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to disparage and slander (projectively) their inner and outer competitors and rivals because
of those wrong prophecies about the end of the world that produce evidence of lies and deceit
and already unmasked their “god” Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Satan name: Jesus "Christ" ) as
man’s swindler.

For instance, “Jehovah’s Witnesses” are disparaged and libeled by other fellow
Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") because this inner Christian
rival repeatedly “failed” to “predict” the end of the world and Armageddon. What, for
instance, those stupid and depraved German Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant:
"innocent sinners") -- that already committed the holocaust -- do not know
or very Christianly conceal is the fact that their “god” (Jesus "Christ" ) evenly and repeatedly
failed doing the same…!

Pertaining to wrong “predictions” of doomsday “Jehovah’s witnesses” – an inner Christian rival
– is a sheer follower of Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) that is just
doing an “imitatio Christi” – i.e., an imitation of Christ. Hereby, the Christian
desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") inadvertently and in a sense of a Freudian
slip admit depravity and abomination of their “god” and more over even of their own
while speaking just about their inner rival “Jehovah’ Witnesses”.

Anyway, those depraved Christian swineherds (clergies, bishops, cardinals etc.) enticing
those campaigns – as they already instigated the German to anti-Semitism and genocide on
the Jews - know that. So, inner Christian competitors “Jehovah’s Witnesses” is persecuted in
ill-famed Christian sectarian republic of Germany by arguments inadvertently
and protectively unmask the true selves of the prosecutors.
Indeed, Jesus tells his perfidious schmucks and infamous fellow terrorists what it is actually
about: Not about a „Last Judgment“, „doomsday“, „heaven“ or „hell“ but to run free one’s
fantasy of vengeance and to live it up. It is too good to threaten others having that what one
wants to have oneself that gladly: Soon, all your abundance and all your beauty will be
shattered as we (Christians)would like it to be wrecked and soon, all those having a fair life
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we (Christians) so gladly also want to have, will go to hell for everlasting punishment.
However, conspecifics, we (Christians) are no monsters. There is one single way out to save
you from getting everlasting grilled in a hot pan full of oil: You immediately comply with
our Christian insatiable domineeringness, lust for power and become our slave right now
and prettily obey like children or slaves what we (Christians) command you to do. In view of
the fact that we always leave an escape route for all our conspecifics, whoever can be
that presumptuous calling us (Christians) rogues, monsters, barbarians or even psychoterrorists and terrorists...?

To each terror we (Christian) are used to perpetrating we (Christians) generously leave way
to dodge. Why? Because our god Jesus knows all dodges to make others slaves subservient
to himself: And now, get on your knees, acknowledge us (Christians)as your slaveholders and
be our (Christian) slave. Then, if you promptly obey us and comply with all our orders no
Christian will denounce, libel, vilify, hurt, kill and burn you. That is the true way out, the
true “humility” and “modesty”:

Lk 21:22 RSV
22 for these are days of vengeance, to fulfil all that is written.

Exactly, precisely – that is it what is about!: Not about love, charity, enemy love etc. – concepts
that only but very useful to Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") to lull
the victims they (the Christian sinners) have in their sight into a false sense of security in order
to take revenge on them when the victims foolishly think that we are servants of theirs… It is
about vengeance, vindictiveness and revenge what Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon:
Jesus "Christ" ) offers to all the depraved and to the scum of the Earth.

The latter call this “glad tidings”, of course. Since when do barbarians and terrorist have
peace, love, friendship etc? in mind? Concepts like "God", “doomsday", "Last
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Judgment", “heaven”, “hell", “love", “truth" and “morals” etc. come in handy for those
terrorists and psycho-terrorists in order to make the targeted stronger opponents drowsy so
that the weak and depraved Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") can
take revenge on them and defeat if not massacre them. Listen what the
Christian desperadoes' (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners'") god says:

Mr 3:27 RSV
27 But no one can enter a strong man's house and plunder his goods, unless he first binds the strong
man; then indeed he may plunder his house.

Oh yes, the Christian desperadoes' (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners'") “god” – the “god”
of perfidy (Jesus "Christ" ) -- really knows all dodges. He knows how to perpetrate
crimes, barbarities and abominations successfully… He – the master of infamy -- can teach
each criminal, felon, barbarian, psycho-terrorist and terrorist a thing or two. Those
mentioned concepts are the best way in order to bind the strong man before the
Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") plunder them. Faking such
good concepts one easily can palm each punch below the belt off as “brotherly love”
and “commitment of charity” on others.

At first, the Christian insidiously fetters his victim, so that it becomes defenseless. And
being defenseless all those coward, base, nasty, perfidious Christian desperadoes (Christians'
cant: "innocent sinners") assault, agonize, torment, torture the defenseless one to their evil
heart’s content, if not burn them at the stake. Why? Because those wimps, those weaklings,
those miscarriages, those damp squibs of nature that call themselves Christian
desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") loose any honest and fair fight according
to mutually accepted rules. That is why Jesus "Christ" and the Christian desperadoes
(Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") are incarnated infamy – not only the scum of humankind
but even that of nature. Most animals are more honest than Christian desperadoes
(Christians' cant: "innocent sinners")! On an average, one can trust more in one’s pet than in
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a (perfidious, insidious and infamous) Christian!

That is what heinous Christian desperadoes' (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners'") “love”. That
is their real “charity” and “love” of the enemy! That is man’s perfidious swindler’s,
man’s infamous terrorist’s, i.e., perfidious "Jesus Christ's"true „charity“ and „love” of the
enemy. And he complies with his perfidious schmucks’ vindictiveness in that way that he
foolishly fixes the fantasy of a doomsday in his audience’s lifetime – of course, while
getting worshiped as the “god”, in return… His perfidy is too much as to consider that such
a relatively precise date easily can convict the perfidious liar and insidious deceiver:

Lk 21:32 RSV
32 Truly, I say to you, this generation will not pass away till all has taken place.

Ah, ah, ah! He is used to talking much and talking big like he is full of vindictiveness. Because
this is not the only megalomaniac trash he has up his sleeve. Listen:

Lu 21:33 RSV
33 Heaven and earth will pass away, but my words will not pass away..

Is not he right to offer sham rewards and much counterfeit money to those of his followers that
are not ashamed of such an impudent megalomaniac that is a blemish on humankind?
He, this religious terrorist is not ashamed because the first thing terrorist must learn, is to cast
off all shame... For a would-be “god”, who just failed to “predict” "doomsdays" that never
took place, viz, that ghost of vengeance (Jesus "Christ" ) it is pretty courageous however as
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any terrorist is courageous.

Terrorists and desperados are only fascicles of nerves of nothing but courage, because their
belief shifts mountains (see: Mt 17:20) and a “predicted” but never taken place "doomsdays"
or even the god in favor of a "Golden Calf", anyway! One just has to believe (see: Mt 17:20)
…! According to the Christian conjurers of lying and deceiving believing means not knowing?
Who is willing to contradict? Because Christian terrorists’ faith indeed is no knowledge –
especially it is “avoiding knowing what is true” (German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche).
As already said, those doomsday’s sect do not disband when their fantasies about the world’s
end turn out to be deception and self-deception because there are (overwhelming) obsessions
of vindictiveness of individuals that made up their mind to live a lie (avoiding to admit what
is true) anyway, when joining such a sect.

They indulge in this vengeance, hatred and lie at all costs that are shammed as each reverse
even after a canceled doomsday... Therefore, the Christian terrorists’ sect did not fall apart
after „doomsday“ turned out just to be one of Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera’s
deceptions. However, Jesus doesn't turn out to be unimaginative. Hardly one "prophecy"
has turned out to be wrong and sheer deceit or self-deception when he feeds his
insidious henchmen and/or perfidious schmucks with another empty prediction or
promise (waiting for Godot!) in order to stick at him:

Joh 16:12-14 RSV
12 "I have yet many things to say to you, but you cannot bear them now.
13 When the Spirit of truth comes, he will guide you into all the truth; for he will not speak on his
own authority, but whatever he hears he will speak, and he will declare to you the things that are to come.
14 He will glorify me, for he will take what is mine and declare it to you.
Joh 15:26 RSV
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26 ¶ But when the Counselor (Greek: Parakletos) comes, whom I shall send to you from the
Father, even the Spirit of truth, who proceeds from the Father, he will bear witness to me;

The Greek word „Parakletos“ means advocate but also prophet because in the first epistle of
John that also indexed to the Christian „New Testament“ Jesus is also titled as
Paraclete (Parakletos).[i]

After "doomsday" turned out just a faked weapon of psycho-terror in order to make slaves
(Jesus: for “fishing”) and the unscrupulous liar and deceiver once more gives himself airs
by announcing another prophet, although the ax allegedly was already put at the tree (the
world).[ii]

A great Paraclete will come and console those futile vindictiveness sulking Christian terrorists
that their "omniscient" and "omnipotent" “god” “Jesus "Christ" ” was that much mistaken
when announcing "doomsday" and the end of the world, at last within a few decades.
Feel pity with this Christian topmost rogue, topmost Mafiosi …! This poor boy sorrily,
sorrily, sorrily has to lie and to deceive because his Christian henchmen cannot bear the truths
and therefore will not worship him as “god” if he tells the truths to them. Feel pity with
this monstrosity that does everything and even sacrifices himself for being worshiped as “god”,
in return by Christian:
• bastards n’ dastards,
• priests n’ beasts,
• creeps n’ crooks and all their spooks,
• schmucks n’ thugs and the mugs,
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• goofs perjuring spoofs,
• skunks n’ monks,
• hooligans n’ fooligans
• desperadoes,
• Mafiosi and
• terrorists!
Only for being worshiped as god in exchange by this scum of all creature this poor guy
sorrily, sorrily, sorrily has to lie and to deceive – oh yeah, even to conjure a “resurrection” …!
Feel pity with him …!
Finally his Christian henchmen would had murdered him if he would had told the truths to
them …
Therefore, already for his right-to-live this poor guy had to lie and to deceive all over …!
Once more: Feel pity with this death penalty convict, with this failure of nature that lost when
he tried to become king of his country on Palm-Sunday and turned out as a very bad looser, i.e.,
as a very Christian!
Oh yes, and those Christian figures of vengeance shamming “love” and “charity” felt
authorized to prosecute, terrorize, torment, massacre and murder those that do not believe
that deficient faith. And this in view of the fact that this toilet (Christian sect) is lacking “the
spirit of the truths” and is unable to bear the truths …! And that all is attested not by
philosophers, adversaries and enemies but by their “golden calf” or “god” himself... The first
think one has to learn when becoming Christian is to cast off all shame and to lie without blushing.

Jesus "Christ" , full of spite,
Satan’s Christ and catamite!
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Instigated Christian sect,
The creation’s toilet!

Always we said that we do not need to refer to reason in order to produce evidence that
Christian sect is an organized crime of lies, deceit, psycho-terror and terror on humankind.
Please, Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners"), tell us where is the
difference between your „god“ Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" )
and German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche (1844 – 1900) when Jesus says on the one hand
that his perfidious schmucks (Christians)cannot bear the truths and Nietzsche on the other
defines Christian „faith“ a denying to admit what is true? Where is the difference? There is
no difference!

Belief and reason come to the same conclusion and, of course, inevitably have to differ when
the Christian terrorists accomplish their most fundamental nature: Never be willing to know
what is true and lying at all costs (Friedrich Nietzsche). The Christian desperadoes
(Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") do not believe in god. They believe in the rogue and
terrorist Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) to be their “god”. That
is atheism.
If somebody worships his domestic pig as his “god” is this a religion, a theism? In principle,
there is nothing else if a Mafia lifts up its instigator to its worshiped “god”!
Reason tells us that the first thing Christian barbarians’ sect needs is the spirit of truths. And who
is telling the same to us? Their "god" Jesus "Christ" , Satan's catamite! And is there still
somebody claiming that faith and reason are incompatible...?

As demonstrated in the ninth part of the preliminaries Muhammad claims to be the
Paraclete (prophet) heralded by Jesus. I.e. the Islam is the living evidence of it that Jesus threats
or "announcements" of "doomsday" or the immanent "end of the world" are lies, deceit and
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if something else then psycho-terror and terror of a desperado guru, terrorist “god”,
religious terrorist...

Oh, yes – finally, I almost had forgotten it: Jesus, the Christian desperadoes’ god, isn’t at a loss
for an excuse why he is so mistaken about “doomsday” the most bills of his and the
Christian desperadoes' (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners'") counterfeit money. An impostor
and deceiver never is lost for an excuse:

“The Lord answered and said: ‘Do you not know that the head of prophecy was cut off with
John?’“[iii]

Folks, one never knows how times change and are deteriorating … Even the “god” -the unalterable -- is not that any more he once was. Once upon a time, he still was omnipotent
and omniscient. Folks, however now, he has lost all those attributes and cannot correctly
foresee any no longer and all that evil happened to the “god” because one had cut off John
the Baptist’s head... If Herode would had supposed such impairing effects on “god”, he
certainly would rather have allowed John the Baptist to live on ...
Oh, this disgrace, since that time the almighty god is no longer omnipotent and omniscient and
the Christian desperadoes' (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners'") or terrorists’ “god” Jesus "Christ"
– Satan’s catamite full of spite -- is completely excused that he fails to do what a god would
succeed to do… Folks, imagine what rubbish the Christian desperadoes' (Christians' cant:
"innocent sinners'") “god” (of perfidy and infamy!) Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera unfortunately has
to drivel since this “fall” of the god…:
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“For the earth does not move. Were it to move, it would fall.” [iv]

That the wisdom of perfidy! That the “god” of the insidious ones, “the sick needing
a physician” (Lu 5:31) or the scum of nature! My word, what a “divine” wisdom…! My word,
true man, true insidious rat in the sewers...! I am also already tempted to believe in that
perfidious and infamous cripple “god” (cripple regarding body and soul).

That knowledge is what perfidious Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent
sinners") name “divine” and unique “blissfully” making one. That is what the sect of infamy
made it feel being "authorized" to prosecute Galileo Galilee (1564 –1642 C.E.) because he said
the contrary… One never knows what excellent "knowledge" perfidious desperados and
infamous terrorists have, especially those ones that – neck or nothing – want to be worshiped as
the “god”…

This "educated" rogue and desperado and/or terrorist full of knowledge and talents of perfidy
and infamy knows how to deceive the world or how to fake to be competent of telling
us something about “the end of the world” or even “heaven” and “doomsday”, although
not knowing that the Earth is circling around the son… Oh yes, belief of (Christian) perfidy
shifts mountains – and the knowledge that the Earth is circling around the sun, anyway… One
just has to believe in this “god” of infamy, vindictiveness and hatred on everybody that turned
out better by nature than those wretched wimps, miserable weaklings and perfidious scum of
the Earth he is gathering for infamous revenge…

Do you know Satan’s son, Christ and catamite?
His name is Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera, Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" !
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This bloodthirsty murderer,
By Christian bastards everywhere!

Let's summarize:
"Doomsday" predicted by Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) turns out to
be sheer deceit of one (Jesus) that never believed in life hereafter. Not only reason but
also Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Satan name: Jesus "Christ" ) is our evidence that
Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") cannot bear the truths
(German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche: “Avoid knowing what is true”) and that
the most they are lacking is the spirit of the truth. The same is to apply to him (YehoshuaBen-Pandera). The infamous instigator of that plague, Satan’s catamite and man’s deceiver and/
or man’s terrorist, i.e., Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (sinner name: Jesus "Christ" ) is our witnesses
that Christian cannot endure truths and hence believing deceits. Satan’s catamite (Jesus
Christ) never is at a loss for an excuse. Even for lying and deceiving he is "excusing" himself:
My adherents (Christians) cannot bear the truth, therefore I (Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera,
Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) have to lie and to deceive because otherwise my
followers (Christians) do not worship me as their “god” … What harm to me (“Jesus "Christ"
”) …!
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[i] For more information on this topic see: http://www.bare-jesus.net/e008.htm („Jesus in Islam“). The Moslems refer to
this saying of Jesus in order to proof that Muhammad is a successor of Jesus in the line of prophets.
[ii] The change from „doomsday“ -- that Jesus originally indeed wanted to hold according to his megalomania – on the
one hand to the Paraclete on the other, i.e. the promises of another prophet (instead of “doomsday” within then living
generation), is related to the failure of Jesus original ploy of getting (his stuntman) executed (death penalty) by the Jews.
Jesus apparently believed that the Jews much more easily could be fooled than the Roman authority. So, if at all Jesus
only could arrange a blood-slaughter of execution by challenging the Roman authorities by committing the felony of high
treason. That was the illegitimate claim of being “King of the Jews” Jesus undoubtedly committed that felony that
primarily did not provoke the Jews but the Roman authorities that hereby had had to act and acted. This change is
enormously considerable, in fact, and until today the Christian sinners prefer to deny it. Before Jesus gave the impression
– what Christian „theology " does until today -- that his “tenets" are a rounded whole and everything was divinely
"perfect“ when he (Jesus) is accepted as the “god”. There was nothing in addition to that claimed (and faked) god. One
just has to wait for “doomsday” and the end of the word that will happen in the next five minutes, at least within then
living generation of human beings. Thus this terrorists’ sect responded each attempt of a supplement to the Christian
belief as blasphemy. Now all of a sudden, Christian belief is incomplete and deficient. The (Christian) belief’s deficiency
is now excused by the saying (of Jesus) that the “the sick” (Christians) cannot bear the truth, at all. The perfidious
schmucks (Christians) aren’t able to endure the truths? Whoever wants to object to it?
According to Jesus, the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") are still in need of the “spirit of
truths” although they are used to faking to keep absolute, solely blissful-making truths that others do not have. Therefore
they are used to feeling “authorized” to prosecute others as no other sect did before and after them. More over the
Christian sinners are the only sect claiming their instigator to be the “god”. More over, this – even until to today denied
change of Jesus (only John reports it) becomes the more explosive when the Moslems claim that their prophet
Mohammed evidently was announced by Jesus as his successor (Paraclete) in the line of prophets. Jesus obviously knew
that the Roman authorities never would not had believed in his resurrection and would have recognized a sorcerer’s trick
by a stuntman. So, the execution would have repeated with the right delinquent (Jesus) once more and perhaps more
cruelly. Obviously Jesus was convinced that he successfully could bluff the Jews -- who believed very much in miracles –
with sorcery of resurrection. He already “performed” such attempts with Lazarus. I.e., instead of giving himself airs as
the “resurrected” and the “redeemer“ of the world he had to disappear from the view in order to prevent that the
Romans repeat the execution with the real felon. Even if one foolishly and weak-mindedly believes that Jesus really
resurrected the Roman authorities never would had believes in that drivel and would hat repeated execution anyway but
more cruelly and more carefully. One way or another Jesus had to disappear from the view. That the Christian
chronicles (Christians' cant: "gospels") do not report that threat that the Romans (and most of the Jews) never would had
believed in any resurrection of Jesus but in a sorcery of a magician (by means of a stuntman) produces evidence that the
Christian sinners lie, mislead and deceit the world public and humankind. A “resurrected” Jesus "Christ" instantly would
have executed once more – and that the gospel writers conceal that threat demonstrates that the Christian sinners are liars
and deceivers. In order to achieved that the now apparently heedlessly left perfidious schmucks (“disciples”) keep
sticking up for him he announces or promise them another prophet and endorses the need of a further prophet while
alleging that they do not know the most important things, yet.
Therefore, there is that contradiction of “doomsday” that should took place at the time of then generation on the one
hand and the matter about the "Paraclete", on the other. “Average“ human being thinks that it was incredible that
somebody is able to entice another one into dying in place of him. On September 11th, 2001, 19 Muslim „Martyrs“
hijacked four US-airplanes. Each of the hijackers knew from the very outset that he will die and that there is no escape
from dying. So, if somebody is obviously able to mobilize 19 human beings dying for him, do you really think that the
very deceiver from Golgotha will not get one “martyr“ dying for him instead of him? If Jesus would have failed enticing
someone into that, that would have been a real miracle but not that “resurrection”! This is exposed more in detail on:
http://www.yeshu.net („How Jesus faked his resurrection“.
[iii]The Apocryphon of James, From Ron Cameron, The Other Gospels (Westminster Press, Philadelphia, 1982), as quoted
in Willis Barnstone, The Other Bible (Harper & Row, San Francisco, 1984). on: http://www.gnosis.org/naghamm/jam2.
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[iv] The Dialogue of the Savior S. 3,Translated by Stephen Emmel, http://www.gnosis.org/~gnosis/naghamm/dialog.
html
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